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RESOURCES LEGACY FUND FOUNDATION, a supporting

organization of Resources Legacy Fund, helps philanthropic institutions and

individuals become catalysts for conserving and restoring natural resources,

protecting and enhancing marine systems, maintaining the integrity of wild

lands and rivers, and strengthening supportive policies and organizations. As

501(c)(3) public charities, RLF and RLFF accept contributions, make grants or

loans, and enter into contracts to conserve land, water, and marine resources,

address climate change, assist other organizations in carrying out environ-

mental protection projects, promote understanding of conservation issues,

and advocate for sound natural resources policies. 

PRESERVING WILD CALIFORNIA, an RLFF program, sought to preserve

California’s wild lands and rivers, and

ensure their permanent protection by

investing in systematic acquisitions of

land and fostering supportive policies,

organizations, and constituencies.

RESOURCES LAW GROUP, a consultant to RLF and RLFF, offers

strategic expertise in designing and implementing programs to conserve nat-

ural resources, creating innovative opportunities for effective conservation

philanthropy, crafting and executing real estate transactions, and advising

clients on land use and natural resources law and policy. Its goal is the cre-

ation of enduring conservation outcomes in an era of climate change. Its

approach is creative, nimble, and effective. Since 1999, Resources Law Group

has led successful efforts to protect ocean resources and conserve millions

of acres in California and the West. Nobby Riedy, Wildspaces, acted as a senior

advisor on this program.

TUPPER ANSEL BLAKE is a wildlife photographer whose books include

Balancing Water: Restoring the Klamath Basin (2003, with M.G. Blake and W.

Kittredge), Tracks in the Sky: Wildlife and Wetlands of the Pacific Flyway (1987,

with P. Steinhart) and Wild California: Vanishing Lands, Vanishing Wildlife (1985,

with A.S. Leopold). His photographic surveys have been the basis for two

Smithsonian Institution traveling exhibitions. He lives in Dorris, California. All

photographs in this report were taken by him unless otherwise indicated.

DOUGLAS STEAKLEY, an award-winning photographer from Carmel

Valley, California, also provided images where cited in this report. His work has

appeared in a number of books, including A Photographer’s Guide To The

California Coast (2005), Big Sur And Beyond, The Legacy of The Big Sur Land

Trust (2001), and Pacific Light, Images of The Monterey Peninsula (2000).
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California’s Wild Heritage 
WITH ITS RICH NATURAL TREASURE of sparkling beaches, pristine deserts, lofty forests,

and soaring mountains, descriptions of the beauty and grandeur of wild California often

tempt disbelief, but the topographical and biological records justify the superlatives.

California is home to the oldest, largest, and tallest living things on Earth; the longest wall

of contiguous granite on the planet; the nation’s largest mountain lake; the highest point

in 49 states; and the lowest point in all 50. No other state in the continental U.S. has a higher

rate of biodiversity; no other has more kinds of vertebrates or plants. Ubiquitous even in

crowded cities and sprawling suburbs, wild California inspires, nurtures, and provides a

perspective greater than any individual. With its beautiful scenery, opportunities for out-

door recreation, and contributions to air and water quality, Californians cherish this natural

endowment and have learned their quality of life depends on protecting its health. 

Efforts to preserve wild California have taken on renewed

urgency in recent years as the impacts of population growth,

sprawl, pollution, and climate change continue to mount.

Over the past 50 years, California’s populace more than tripled

in size with 400,000 new residents added each year since

2000. Even in the midst of a severe economic downturn, the

state is on track to reach 60 million by 2050. As a consequence,

urban boundaries are expanding and suburbs spreading.

Housing tracts and big-box retail development now cover

enormous swaths of what was once pristine wildlife habi-

tat, wetlands, and wilderness. California has already lost 80

percent of its wild lands and significant portions of native

habitat, including 99 percent of native grasslands, 94 percent of inland wetlands, and 89

percent of riparian woodlands. The loss of habitat equates to a loss of diversity, which

undermines the sustainability of the state’s ecological systems, health, and quality of life.

True to their reputation for conservation leadership, Californians have initiated creative and

precedent-setting methods for protecting wild lands and rivers. Progress and success can be

measured in numerous ways, including a strengthened conservation community, the growth of

land trusts organized to preserve open space, enactment of new laws to increase wilderness

areas and combat global warming, and voter approval of a series of state ballot initiatives from

2000 to 2006 that set aside more than $16.5 billion of public funds for investments in land and

water conservation. Preserving Wild California, a program of Resources Legacy Fund Foun da -

tion, served as a catalyst for many of these activities in recent years. With objectives to preserve

California’s wild lands and rivers, and an array of strategies, the program has made an impact.
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Collaborative Strategies 

PRESERVING WILD CALIFORNIA was designed as a five-year, $150 million effort aimed

at preserving California’s wild lands and rivers and ensuring their lasting protection. A

landscape-scale perspective and coordinated approach linked investments for action—

acquisitions, policy, restoration—with investments that built capacity—organizational

capabilities, constituency-building, planning. Between 2003 and 2009, the program funded

500 projects involving 170 organizations and ranging across seven ecological regions.

Though the program is now concluded, its

contributions persist in the context of mature

conservation organizations; strong collaborative

partnerships; strategic, non-partisan advocacy;

expanded wilde rness areas; protective legislation;

sound scientific analysis and tools; thoughtful

planning efforts; and experience that can be

applied elsewhere. This report serves as a sum-

mary of the program, profiling a few projects to

illustrate the work and the interplay between

individual achievements on the ground and in

the aggregate. 

As originally envisioned, PWC identified six over-

arching goals, eight statewide objectives, and 17

regional objectives. The program was intended

to be comprehensive, both geographically and

in the activities it funded, and long-lasting in taking advantage of a historic opportunity to

secure wilderness protection. The long-term goals included securing through acquisition

and new designations permanent protection for 1 million acres of California wild lands;

building new constituencies to sustain support for preservation over the next generation;

ensuring supportive laws, regulations, and policies; and strengthening the organizations

and networks pivotal to protecting California wild lands and rivers. 

With PWC funding, upwards of 210,000 acres were acquired for conservation purposes,

from Southern California to the Sierra Nevada and North Coast forests. PWC leveraged

acquisition dollars to target private land within, adjacent to, and between existing protected

lands and corridors linking them. This strategy increased the likelihood that the larger
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[  S N A P S H O T :  A T  A  G L A N C E  ]

– Invested $150 million 

– Funded 500 projects 

– Supported 170 organizations

– Acquired more than 325 square miles of lands

– Achieved protection for 1 million acres of new wilderness

– Influenced 36 policy initiatives 

– Protected habitat for 83 listed plant and animal species

– Created new scientific planning and information tools



areas would be protected from harmful uses and, in some instances, earn federal wilderness

protection. To ensure success, PWC coordinated the acquisitions with investments to increase the

capacity of conservation and land trust organizations, build constituencies, forge collaborative

partnerships, complete scientific analyses, conduct planning efforts, and develop strategic policies

and the advocacy needed to enact them. All of this helped wilderness policy debates become

sharply focused bipartisan campaigns that produced important protections.

As a result of PWC’s complementary mix of change strategies, the savvy work of the conservation

organizations, land trusts, scientists, and consultants it supported created more than 1 million

acres of newly designated wilderness, an area nearly one and a half times the size of Yosemite

National Park. Additionally, PWC supported formation of strategic coalitions and long term

community-based constituencies as well as many ecologically-sustainable management plans,

new science based conservation tools, and protective policies.
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PR O T E C T I N G A DE S E RT ST R E A M—AM A R G O S A RI V E R

Flowing for over 175 miles from Nevada’s Amargosa Desert northwest of Las Vegas into

Death Valley, the Amargosa River travels underground and occasionally resurfaces to create

lush desert oases. This intermittent yet essential riparian habitat supports 50 plant and animal

species found nowhere else on Earth, including the Devil’s Hole pupfish and Amargosa

toad. PWC supported the acquisition of 4,000 acres of watershed lands as well as restoration,

capacity-building, planning, and policy work that helped to secure Wild and Scenic River

designation for the Amargosa.

Because conservation organizations and the federal land management agencies were spread

too thin and sometimes lacked relationships within local communities, PWC supported

Amargosa Conservancy’s efforts to develop a community-based approach to conservation.

Amargosa Conservancy worked closely with all stakeholders in the region, developed

trust, and thoughtfully advocated for the river in ways that helped bring about its formal

designation change.

PR O T E C T I N G T H E RA N G E O F LI G H T—EA S T E R N SI E R R A

The dramatically steep escarpment of the eastern Sierra Nevada, with its sheer peaks and

deep blue lakes set in high granite bowls, is comparable in its beauty to the landscapes of

the American Rockies and European Alps. In this sparsely populated part of the state, PWC

employed capacity-building, planning, policy, advocacy, and land acquisition investments

to advance protection of the region’s ecologically significant wild lands. Recognizing the

need to build conservation infrastructure in the eastern Sierra, PWC supported capacity-

building efforts on the part of key groups such as Mono Lake Committee, Eastern Sierra

Land Trust, Friends of the Inyo, and Owens Lake Committee. This included funding the

launch of Eastern Sierra Environmental Roundtable, a forum in which these groups could

coordinate on conservation efforts, resolve issues, minimize competition for support, and

find ways to complement each other’s capacities. 

PWC also enabled local groups like Friends of the Inyo to work in concert with California

Wilderness Coalition, The Wilderness Society, Sierra Club, and other statewide and national

conservation organizations on federal wilderness designation efforts for the eastern Sierra

that came to fruition in the Eastern Sierra and Northern San Gabriel Wild Heritage Act,

part of the federal Omnibus Public Lands bill signed in March 2009. The bill protected

Project Sampler
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468,854 acres, establishing five new wilderness areas and adding significant acreage to

three existing eastern Sierra wilderness areas. PWC enabled another local group, Owens

Valley Committee, to build its capacity to monitor implementation of the agreements

made by Los Angeles Department of Water and Power that underpinned restoration of signif-

icant wild lands habitat in the Owens Valley. In addition, PWC restoration and acquisition

grants to Mono Lake Committee, Eastern Sierra Land Trust, and others were crucial in

protecting and restoring important eastern Sierra landscapes, including Bodie Hills and

parts of Mono Basin.

AC C E S S I B L E WI L D LA N D S—SA N GA B R I E L

The wilderness areas of  Angeles National Forest are known for majestic peaks and spec-

tacular views of the San Gabriel Mountains and Mojave Desert. They also provide habitat

for mountain lions, big horn sheep, and the endangered mountain yellow-legged frog. The

mix of scenic beauty and wildness is located within 50 miles of 10 million Californians and

is an important outdoor recreation area for the state’s largest metropolitan area.

Prior to 2009, however, only 12 percent, or 80,000 acres, of the national forest was pro-

tected as wilderness. PWC grants to California Wilderness Coalition, The Wilderness

Society, and Sierra Club supported policy development, legislative outreach and strategy

as well as grassroots and local engagement to help advance designation of 26,000 acres

as wilderness. Congressman Buck McKeon (R-Santa Clarita) and Senator Barbara Boxer

(D-CA), championed this measure creating Pleasant View Ridge Wilderness Area—a new

expanse of protected wild lands in the heart of Southern California.

BU I L D I N G BR I D G E S T O CO M M U N I T I E S—NE W CO N S T I T U E N C I E S

California’s Latino population is growing and soon

will represent a majority in the Central Valley and sig-

nificant component of voters throughout the state.

Seeking to engage these communities was a focused

effort for PWC. In Los Angeles, for example, a grow-

ing conservation movement is seeking to reestablish

areas along the Los Angeles River for wildlife, trails,

and recreational areas for adjacent underserved com-

munities. The river also provides important common

ground where leaders from Latino communities and

conservation groups can work together to improve

the river so that children have safer places to play and

connect with nature, urban Los Angeles can reclaim

portions of the once verdant river, and new urban

conservation leaders can engage. 

isto
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During the course of PWC, RLFF made 27 grants to 15 organizations in the South Coast

and Central Valley that worked to bring the benefits of open space and wild lands and

rivers to underserved communities. Grants helped build the capacities of Amigos de los

Ríos, which focuses on the San Gabriel River; Friends of the Los Angeles River to work on

urban river issues; Los Angeles Conservation Corps to provide at-risk corps members with

opportunities to learn about and visit local wild lands; Consejo de Federaciones Mexicanas

en Norteamérica to develop an environmental agenda for immigrant-based hometown

organizations; and Catholic Charities Diocese of Stockton to build leadership and involve-

ment of diverse communities in environmental issues.

IN N O VAT I V E TO O L S F O R CL I M AT E AD A P TAT I O N—WI L D RI V E R S

PWC invested in projects to better understand the linkages among climate change and wild

lands and rivers, including the science that links management to adaptation, and improving

planning and permitting decisions. One such project targeted hydropower facility relicensing. 
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PWC supported UC Davis Center for Watershed Sciences, in cooperation with California

Hydropower Reform Coalition, to explore ways to update how hydropower dams in the

Sierra are managed and regulated. Currently, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

relicenses individual dams providing permits that are decades-long in duration regardless

of the regional impacts from the dam’s operations and the likelihood that conditions will

change significantly in the future. 

UC Davis researchers developed and applied models to analyze the impact of dam operations

on ecosystem health and to forecast changing river conditions caused by climate change.

They looked at the importance of water temperature to the ecosystem and concluded that

regulators needed to place a higher value on cold water when making relicensing decisions.

The scientists also partnered with a UC Davis environmental law professor to identify the

legal and institutional feasibility of implementing this innovative approach. While the project

is expected to help reform dam relicensing in the Sierra to maintain and enhance native

aquatic systems, the forecasting tools can also help determine which parcels of land are

more critical for protecting cold water sources.

WAT E R S H E D ST E WA R D S H I P—SM I T H RI V E R

The Smith River is the last major free-flowing river in

California that drains directly into the Pacific Ocean.

Its watershed is of critical ecological importance,

with populations of chinook and coho salmon and

steelhead that are in good overall health and may

help to recolonize other rivers. 

At PWC’s outset, 87 percent of the Smith River water-

shed was in public ownership and was being managed

to protect natural resources, including salmon. Yet

the public agency managing the majority of the

watershed—U.S. Forest Service—was not sufficiently

staffed and funded to do so. PWC support enabled

Smith River Alliance to build its capacity and work in

collaboration with Western Rivers Conservancy and

other organizations in the region to advance acquisition and restoration projects within

the Smith River watershed, including implementing restoration activities on the Lower

Smith River and in the 25,000-acre Mill Creek area, helping ensure that Smith River

National Recreation Area was managed effectively to protect resource and habitat values.
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Investments for the Future

PWC INVESTMENTS WILL CONTINUE to pay dividends for many years to come in

the form of environmental, economic, and community benefits from protected wild lands

and rivers, including carbon sequestration; wildlife habitat; maintaining high quality

watersheds; a stronger and more durable conservation organization infrastructure; broader

long-term constituencies that cross racial, ethnic, and political party lines; and innovative

tools and technologies.

Also serving to perpetuate progress are the investments PWC made in research, science,

and planning. PWC funded research exploring and clarifying the link among climate

change adaptation, greenhouse gas emission reduction, carbon sequestration, and land

use planning. These tools will continue to contribute to improving and strengthening

scientifically sound and credible bases to achieve new conservation outcomes. 

PWC helped build partnerships that emphasized collaboration and sought to avoid the

pitfalls of partisanship. During its five years of activity, PWC worked to remove barriers

and align mutual interests, even with congressional opponents. This collaborative

approach demonstrated that landscape-scale conservation was not only possible, it was a

goal shared by farmers, ranchers, property owners, city dwellers, suburbanites, and

conservationists alike.

By forging alliances, PWC’s grantees built powerful, diverse, and representative coalitions

that preserved California’s natural landscape. The wilderness bills enacted, conservation

bond measures passed, and policy changes made create strong precedents for protecting

these resources. The path for continued success will be difficult in the face of ongoing

economic challenges and extreme partisanship, but PWC demonstrated that common

grounds do exist.

Collaborative. Creative. Results Oriented. These are the hallmarks of Preserving Wild

California, a legacy of enduring conservation, by protecting wild lands and rivers for

Californians and the nation.



CLOAKED IN CHAPARRAL and scented by sage, Beauty
Mountain rises a mile above sea level and overlooks
jagged rock formations, twisting canyons, and oak wood-
lands along the southern edge of Riverside County. A
pristine watershed and an ecological transition zone
between desert and coastal sage scrub, the area serves as
a critical bridge for migrating wildlife in a rapidly
urbanizing region. For years efforts to further federal
wilderness designation were stalled in a partisan, all-or-
nothing stance. The outlook for progress dimmed even
further in 2002 when wilderness opponents led key
congressional committees. At this seemingly inoppor-
tune time, Preserving Wild California came into being.
Rather than persist with a single effort to achieve a state -
wide wilderness bill, PWC revised strategy and tactics:  
� Purchase private inholdings and donate them to
federal land management agencies to prevent incom-
patible uses that could harm natural resources 
and eliminate potential sources of opposition to 
designation.

� Shift from a statewide bill to district-by-district bills.
� Enhance the capacity of the California wilderness
movement.

� Develop complex strategic networks of groups organ-
ized both in California and Washington, D.C.

� Reduce the perceived partisanship by hiring
Republican and Democratic lobbyists and working
with members of both parties in Congress.

� Play a key strategic, intermediary role to help make
deals happen.
All were put into play to protect the landscape that

Beauty Mountain rises above. PWC began by hiring
influential Republican strategists to assess the challenges

associated with developing wilderness designations there.
PWC also supported advocacy efforts to persuade the
district’s representative, Congresswoman Mary Bono
Mack, to author a district-focused bill. At the same
time, PWC made $15 million in grants to The Wilderness
Land Trust and The Conservation Fund to acquire more
than 10,000 acres of private inholdings—the centerpiece
of which was Beauty Mountain itself—and leveraged
more than $13 million in additional federal and state
dollars to help acquire lands and remove potential
obstacles to wilderness designation. Additional grants
went to conservation organizations to help build local
constituencies, work with federal and state land man-
agers, and generate support for wilderness designation. 

In March 2009 the California Desert and Mountain
Heritage Act was signed into law as part of the Omnibus
Public Lands Management Act. It won wilderness des-
ignation for 198,491 acres in four new areas—including
Beauty Mountain Wilderness—and seven existing areas
in Riverside County. Additionally, Congressman
Darrell Issa introduced a bill to protect the portions of
Beauty Mountain located in San Diego County adjacent
to the areas protected by the California Desert and
Mountain Heritage Act. The Eastern Sierra and
Northern San Gabriel Heritage Act (472,805 acres) and
the Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park Wilderness
Act (114,686 acres) were district-focused bills that were
also enacted as a part of the Omnibus bill. Along with
the Northern California Coastal Wild Heritage
Wilderness Act (275,830 acres) enacted previously,
PWC contributed to and helped shape these efforts. All
told, the strategy and tactics resulted in 1 million acres
of newly designated wilderness.

Acquisition, Bipartisan Advocacy, Permanent Protection: BEAUTY MOUNTAIN
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Preserving Wild California helped chart a successful new course in wilderness legislation.

Recently Designated Wilderness

Proposed Wilderness

Recently Designated Wild & Scenic River

Designated Wild & Scenic River

Designated Wilderness

Other Protected Areas

Government Land with Limited
Conservation Mandate

County Boundary

Northern California Coastal Wild
Heritage Wilderness Act

Eastern Sierra and Northern
San Gabriel Heritage Act

Eastern Sierra and Northern
San Gabriel Heritage Act

Sequoia Kings Canyon
National Park Wilderness Act

California Desert
Protection Act

California Desert
Protection Act

California Desert and
Mountain Heritage Act

Beauty Mountain and 
Agua Tibia Wilderness Act
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AN Z A BO R R E G O

Comprising over 650,000 acres, Anza-Borrego Desert State Park contains critical habitat

for several threatened species and is one of the largest state parks in the nation—equal

in size to all of California's other state parks combined. Despite its expanse, hundreds of

privately owned inholdings or adjacent parcels threaten the wilderness value of the park.

PWC grants to Anza-Borrego Foundation supported the acquisition of over 10,000 acres,

resulting in the donation or sale of land to the park to ensure its permanent protection

and reduce management expense and complications associated with inholdings.

Additionally, PWC grants supported acquisitions—including attracting other sources of

funding—that connected or enhanced the matrix of protected lands in the region.

IS H I WI L D E R N E S S

PWC used targeted acquisitions to expand wilderness administratively, resulting in a net gain

of more than 16,500 acres of critical habitat in northeastern California’s Lassen Foothills,

which includes Ishi Wilderness Area, home to the largest migratory deer herd in the state

and containing two streams that support three distinct wild runs of Chinook salmon and

steelhead trout. A national conservation organization had protected more than 124,000

acres that helped create a buffer for the wilderness area’s critical habitat and connect it to

previously protected lands. That effort, however, focused on large acquisitions, leaving

several smaller, strategically important properties unprotected. Recognizing the need to

consolidate the Ishi’s protective buffer, PWC supported the efforts of Northern California

Regional Land Trust and Shasta Land Trust to protect an additional 3,400 acres—priori-

tized by a science-based conservation plan—through fee and conservation easement

acquisition. The easements expanded the Ishi’s protective buffer and, together with the

fee acquisitions, established a linkage from the wilderness area and Lassen National

Forest to Sacramento River National Wildlife Refuge. 

KE R N RI V E R WAT E R S H E D

Kern River Preserve, managed by National Audubon Society California to preserve one of

California's finest remaining riparian forests, is located in the Central Valley where the Kern

River flows at the base of the southern Sierra Nevada. PWC supported Audubon California’s

work with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Wildlife Conservation Board, Natural Resources

Conservation Service, and private landowners to protect 14,200 acres in this ecologically

important region. PWC staff and consultants worked with Audubon staff to craft the acquisi-

Strategic Acquisitions to Accomplish Policy Outcomes



tions and collaborate with the public agencies. PWC also supported Audubon California’s

acquisition of nearly 30,000 acres of Bureau of Land Management grazing allotments

near the preserve, enhancing wild lands resources in the region. Together these efforts

expanded, consolidated, and linked a massive expanse of protected wild lands.

CA L I F O R N I A DE S E RT

The California Desert Protection Act of 1994 increased protection for over 7 million acres

of wild lands in the California Desert. The parks, preserves, wilderness, and wilderness

study areas created by the act, however, were only partially protected. Often small, privately-

owned inholdings threatened the ecological integrity of the protected areas. Because of

this, the region became an important focus of PWC activities. Working with national land

trusts as well as local organizations—including The Wilderness Land Trust, Mojave

Desert Land Trust, Friends of the Desert Mountains, and Anza Borrego Foundation—PWC

supported the acquisition of nearly 30,000 acres in the desert national parks (Joshua Tree,

Death Valley, and Mojave National Preserve); 35,000 acres within Bureau of Land

Management Desert Wilderness Areas; and the more than 10,000 acres inside Anza

Borrego Desert State Park. The effect of these acquisitions—most of which were small-

acreage inholdings or properties adjacent to protected areas—was significant. Acquisition

of inholdings within the three national parks and Bureau of Land Management wilderness

areas strengthened existing wild lands protection and management.

LI N K A G E S A N D TE J O N RA N C H

PWC recognized the importance of protecting link-

ages that serve as vital corridors enabling movement

essential to wildlife survival, whether it’s the day-to-

day travel of animals searching for food, shelter, or

mates; dispersal of offspring (seeds and fledglings

alike) to new home areas; or migration to avoid wild-

fire, flood, climate change, or invasion by alien

species. PWC supported protection of the Redwoods

to the Sea Corridor on the North Coast, the San

Bernardino-Little San Bernardino Connection in the

Mojave Desert, several international wildlife linkages

that cross the border with Mexico, and the Tehachapi

Connection. 

Greater Los Angeles is the largest urban area in the nation and also one of the fastest

growing. Yet just an hour from downtown, condors soar, tule elk graze, pronghorn roam,

and mountain lions prowl in one of the most biologically diverse spots on Earth. Here,

five distinct biogeographic provinces come together in an astounding confluence of

habitats, a virtual “crucible of evolution.” Rising at the center of this remarkable biological
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crossroads are the Tehachapi Mountains, the only remaining wild lands link between the

Sierra-Cascade that stretches for over 2,000 miles north to British Columbia and an 800-

mile long upland system comprising coastal ranges.

In the Tehachapi Connection, PWC invested in efforts to permanently protect Tejon Ranch, the

largest contiguous privately owned property in the state. PWC engaged Conservation

Biology Institute to conduct a scientific assessment and supported the efforts of South

Coast Wildlands to develop a reserve design. The plan and design along with support for

conservation advocacy organizations and engagement in the negotiations helped catalyze

the protection of Tejon Ranch. Tejon Ranch Company, DMB Associates, and a coalition of

conservation organizations—including Sierra Club, Natural Resources Defense Council,

Audubon California, Planning and Conservation League, and Endangered Habitats League

—reached agreement to protect 240,000 acres of the 270,000-acre ranch and create a

nonprofit conservancy to steward the property and preserve it for scientific research,

public access, habitat, and natural resource protection in perpetuity.
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[  P R O F I L E S  I N  C O N S E R V A T I O N  ]

IN THE RUGGEDLY BEAUTIFUL and biologically-rich
northern Sierra Nevada, a unique collaboration among
conservation groups, local communities, businesses,
landowners, and public agencies is giving new momen-
tum to protect this region. The Sierra Nevada not only
forms the geologic backbone of California, it provides
the state’s vital resources as well. Snowmelt from 66
glaciers and snowpack averaging more than 30 feet
deep plunge over four of the world’s 10 highest water-
falls and cascade down 16 major rivers and hundreds of
streams. Some of the Sierra’s most important natural
assets are found in the mountain valleys, river corridors,
and conifer forests that stretch from just south of Lake
Tahoe north to Lassen Volcanic National Park. The
forests here are also critical in an era of climate change
by sequestering large amounts of carbon, a key ingredi-
ent in greenhouse gases. Studies show that each acre of
properly-managed coniferous forest in the Sierra can
store over 110 tons of carbon. 

Resources in the northern Sierra face a host of
threats, including decades of fire suppression that have
greatly amplified the possibility of catastrophic wildfire
and an influx of new homes and resorts that threatens
water resources and alters the region’s natural, econom-
ic, and cultural heritage. Climate change is exacerbating
these impacts, changing the ranges of species, altering
wildfire regimes, and affecting key aspects of the Sierra
Nevada’s hydrology and ecosystems. Realizing that the
problems were too great for a single organization to

address, Preserving Wild California collaborated with
the leadership of Morgan Family Foundation to provide
funding and strategic support to build a partnership of
local, regional, national, and international nonprofit
organizations working toward agreed-upon priorities. 

Northern Sierra Partnership (NSP), which includes
Feather River Land Trust, Sierra Business Council,
The Nature Conservancy, Truckee Donner Land Trust,
and The Trust for Public Land, is working to conserve
valuable lands and waters through land protection,
restoration, policy development, and community
enhancement projects. By working with private
landowners, government agencies, collaborating organ-
izations, and local communities, NSP is protecting the
region’s high-quality water supply; managing forests
that store carbon; safeguarding habitats crucial for
native species survival; maintaining a critical mass of
working ranches, forests, and tribal lands; and con-
tributing to world-class recreation. The collaborative
approach already has scored a number of victories for
northern Sierra communities, including preserving
Perazzo Meadows, a biologically important 982-acre
sub-alpine meadow, and protecting the 1,482-acre
Waddle Ranch in Martis Valley. These are just the
opening chapters in what promises to be a long and
successful story of local governments, property owners,
and conservation groups working hand-in-hand to
solve problems, ensure landscape integrity, and create
sustainable communities.

Collaborating to Conserve a Region: NORTHERN SIERRA PARTNERSHIP
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Agricultural Resources

Amargosa Conservancy

American Farmland Trust

American Land Conservancy

American River Conservancy

American Rivers

Amigos de los Ríos 

Anza-Borrego Foundation

Audubon Center at Debs Park

Back Country Land Trust

Board of Trustees of the Leland 
Stanford, Jr. University

Betsy Reifsnider

Calflora

California Council of Land Trusts

California Hydropower Reform Coalition

California Invasive Plant Council

California League of Conservation
Voters Education Fund

California Native Plant Society

California State Parks Foundation

California Trout

California Wild Heritage Campaign

California Wilderness Coalition

Campaign for America’s Wilderness

Caplin & Drysdale

Catholic Charities Diocese of Stockton

Centaur North, Inc.

Center for Biological Diversity

Center for Law in the Public Interest

Central Sierra Environmental Resource Center

Christians for Environmental Stewardship

PRESERVING WILD CALIFORNIA GRANTEES & CONSULTANTS
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Clean Water Fund

Coalition for Clean Air

Community Environmental Council, Inc.

Community Partners

Consejo de Federaciones Mexicanas en Norteamérica

Conservation Biology Institute

Conservation Strategy Group, LLC

California State University Chico Research Foundation

Defenders of Wildlife

Dividing the Waters

Douglas Steakley

DSG Strategies, Inc.

Ducks Unlimited, Inc.

Dwight Holing Associates Communications

Eastern Sierra Land Trust

Ebbetts Pass Forest Watch

Ed Hastey

Endangered Habitats League

Environmental Action Committee of West Marin

Environmental Defense Fund

Environmental Protection Information Center

Fairbank, Maslin, Maullin, Metz and Associates

Feather River Land Trust

Foothill Conservancy

ForestEthics

ForEverGreen Forestry

Forward Observer, Inc.

Friends of Harbors, Beaches, and Parks

Friends of the Desert Mountains

Friends of the Inyo

Friends of the Los Angeles River

Friends of the River Foundation

Graham Chisholm

Great Valley Center, Inc.

Greenbelt Alliance

GreenInfo Network

Greg James

Humboldt State University Foundation

Humboldt Watershed Council

Institute for Bird Populations

Joshua Tree National Park Association

Kadesh & Associates

Kaufman Downing

Keith Hammond

Kevin Sweeney

La Piana Associates, Inc.

Lake County Land Trust

Land Trust Alliance

Land Trust of Napa County

Lassen Land & Trails Trust

Latino Issues Forum

Lighthawk

Los Angeles Conservation Corps

Mattole Restoration Council

Mojave Desert Land Trust

Mojave Desert Resource Conservation District

Mono Lake Committee

Mother Lode Land Trust

Mountain Lion Foundation

Mountains Recreation and Conservation Authority

National Audubon Society California

National Park Foundation

National Parks Conservation Association

Nestande and Associates

Northcoast Regional Land Trust

Northern California Regional Land Trust

Orange County Coastkeeper

Owens Valley Committee Foundation

PACE, LLP

Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen’s Associations

Pacific Coast Fish, Wildlife & Wetlands

Restoration Association

Pacific Crest Trail Association

Pacific Forest Trust, Inc.

Paul Spitler

Peninsula Open Space Trust

Placer Land Trust

Planning & Conservation League Foundation
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PRBO Conservation Science

Project Amiga

Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility, Inc.

Randle Communications

Resource Media

Ruth Norris

San Diego State University Research Foundation

San Joaquin River Parkway & Conservation Trust

Sanctuary Forest

Save-the-Redwoods League

Sequoia Riverlands Trust

Shasta Land Trust

Sierra Business Council

Sierra Club

Sierra Foothill Conservancy

Sierra Forest Legacy

Sierra Nevada Alliance

Sierra-Cascade Land Trust Council

Siskiyou Land Trust

Siskiyou Resource Conservation District

Smith River Alliance, Inc.

Snowlands Network

Solimar Research Group, Inc.

South Coast Wildlands

South Yuba River Citizens League

Southwest Voter Registration Education Project

Spitfire Strategies

Steven L. Yaffee

Student Conservation Association

Tehama County Resource Conservation District

Tejon Ranch Conservancy

Terry Watt

The Conservation Fund

The Nature Conservancy (California)

The Next Generation

The Regents of the University of California

The Resources First Group

The River Center

The San Diego Foundation

The Sierra Club Foundation

The Sierra Fund

The Trust for Public Land

The Wilderness Land Trust

The Wilderness Society

The Wildlands Conservancy

The Yosemite Fund

TreePeople, Inc.

Trees Foundation

Trout Unlimited, Inc.

Truckee Donner Land Trust

Tulare Basin Wildlife Partners

Tuleyome

Tuolumne River Trust

Tupper Ansel Blake

University of Nevada, Reno

Ventana Wilderness Alliance

Voter Connect

Western Rivers Conservancy

William C. Velasquez Institute

Wilson-Miller Communications, Inc.

Winner & Associates

Yosemite Association

Yurok Tribe
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